OIL PRICE SHOCKS, EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED!
Russia is world's one of the largest oil producers,
contributes 11% of Global oil production & UAE
is OPEC's 5th largest producer, contributes 8.2%
in OPEC proven crude oil reserves. According to
OPEC, "79.4% of the world's proven oil reserves
are located in OPEC Member Countries, with the
bulk of OPEC oil reserves in the Middle East,
amounting to 64.5% of the OPEC total”. Both
regions are under 'fire' which is critical for oil
markets & adding to the supply concerns. Conflict between Ukraine & Russia resurfacing on one hand
while Houthi drone attacks have exposed UAE's oil fields vulnerabilities on the other. This has raised
serious concerns over supply disruptions. This is also happening in the background of when a) OPEC+
(including Russia) facing difficulties hitting agreed target of 400,000 barrels oil supplies every month,
and b) Omicron is spreading with alarming levels & creating outages. Therefore, if any point in time,
OPEC+ either failed in meeting its production target, or geopolitical tension to heat up further.
The Bull Run in International oil price is continued &
trending higher. The Brent crude futures rebounded
strongly, trading 7years high levels of around $88 per
barrel. Brent & WTI crude appreciated significantly
in the January 2022 so far. Brent crude future has
been touching new highs after tight supply concerns
in recent days. This is largely due to geopolitical
tension as mentioned above. This has fueled fears
about potential supply disruptions, which could
further inflate the prices.
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Brent crude future consolidating its levels. However,
appreciated by 19.39% since the start of new calendar
year. It has appreciated by around 57% on-year-onyear basis. WTI crude oil on the other hand is up by
0.3% so far. It has appreciated by around 22% since the
start of new calendar year & around 63% on-year-onyear basis.

As the tension escalates in either Middle East or in
Russia-Ukraine, oil markets to keep on shocking &
price to trend higher. If ongoing regional tension is
continued & no intervention is being done by the global forces, geopolitical risk premium will keep on
elevating the fears of Russia invading Ukraine & Houthi group & UAE tension to deepen further, if UAE
strikes back. If Crises deepen further, oil prices could hit $100 per barrel. This will lead to deterioration
in CAD, Reserves and Exchange Rate significantly, which would consequently shoot-up Import bill and
Inflation in the country.

Therefore, stability in the oil markets will largely depends on a) recent geo political tensions if persists,
b) Omicron infection if continued to rise & cause supply-chain disruptions, c) OPEC+ if failed in meeting
production targets d) Chinese plans for additional build-up in strategic reserves, & e) Fiscal slippages
of varying economies. However, we expect over supply situation could emerge, if supply surpasses
demand, this could ease off oil prices, going forward.
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 DISCLOSURE
 ANALYST CERTIFICATION
This report is intended only for information purpose. The Analyst and Trust Securities & Brokerage Limited (TSBL) have no war ranty in relation to
accuracy, completeness, correctness, usability, purposefulness, or reliability of information contained in Research Report. This report is based on
several assumptions, opinion which is strictly personal. Moreover, opinions, estimates, analysis, or projections constitute the personal judgment of
the analyst which does not reflect the opinions of TSBL. It is suggested that readers should independently analyze and evaluate their investment
risks. They are solely responsible for their investment decisions.
Trust Securities & Brokerage Limited analysts, directors, officers, employees, agents, or advisers of any member of Trust Securities & Brokerage
Limited do not guarantee or undertaking, expressed or implied, and accepts any responsibility for any loss, penalty, expense, charge or claim
whatsoever with respect to recommendations of shares, or trading, or other instruments. Such recommendations are based on estimates using
various valuation methods. Moreover, reports may not be reproduced, distributed, or published by any person for any purpose w hatsoever. Action
will be taken for unauthorized reproduction, distribution, or publication.

 FINANCIAL INTEREST DISCLOSURE
Furthermore, analyst or any of its close relatives do not have a financial interest or any monetary interest in the securities of the subject company
aggregating more than 1% of the value of the securities of Subject Company at the time of issuance of research reports. Additionally, analyst or its
close relative have neither served as a director/officer in the past 3years nor received any compensation from the subject co mpany in the past 12
months.

 DISCLAIMER
The Research Analyst and Subject Company of Trust Securities & Brokerage Limited (TSBL) do not provide any promise or favorable review in our
research reports to a company, industry, sector or group of companies or business group as consideration or influence a business relationship or
for the receipts of compensation reports. It is drafted, compiled, prepared and disseminated by the Trust Securities & Broker age Limited (TSBL)
only for INFORMATION.
The research reports prepared by the subject Company possess documentary evidence supported by Research, which includes official facts & figures
reported by PBS, SBP, Economic Division, Planning Commission, ECP, PSX, Company’s official websites and others. The research reports based on
information published by official institutions & companies

 RESEARCH DISSEMINATION POLICY
TSBL disseminates research reports to all eligible clients in a timely manner through either physical or electronic distribut ion such as mail, fax
and/or email as soon as reports are completed. This report is intended only for information purpose. However, it is worth mentioning herewith, not
all clients may receive the material at the same time.

 RISK ASSOCIATED WITH TARGET PRICE/INDEX:
The companies operating their businesses are vulnerable & exposed to multiple external shocks; which includes a) market risks b) interest rates
risk c) foreign exchange risk and e) political risks f) inflation risk & others. These risks affect their profitability and liquidities and corporate earnings.
Investors must keep in mind such risks before investing in stocks. Therefore, it is suggested that readers should independently analyze and evaluate
their investment risks. They are solely responsible for their investment decisions.
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